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Teaching written translation has existed for thousand years. In spite of this fact the methodology of teaching translating is still in its infancy. Teaching translation by translating is the longest and less effective way to get the necessary skills. The approach which deals with translation mainly as a search for lexical and grammatical equivalents in two languages may explain why learners are often unable to understand and reproduce the discourse as a whole despite the wealth of grammatical and lexical equivalents they have accumulated. The meaning of a sentence or a text is not composed of the sum of the meanings of the individual lexical items.

The key to successful language learning lies not in accumulating language items but in understanding how information is processed to convey a particular message. The various communicative purposes that language serves determine different types of discourse. The translation method must make the learner aware that certain communicative purposes obey underlying rules of universal nature and that the way these are marked varies from one language to another.

The view that underlines our work is of translation as communicative process which takes place within a social context. This process involves the negotiation of meaning between producers and receivers of text. This is based on a new approach to translation studies which means shifting away from the incidental incompatibilities among languages toward the communicative factors represented in three dimensions of context: communicative, pragmatic and semiotic. These three dimensions are expressed through text structure. In order to reconstruct them the translator has to analyze the source text.

To reconstruct pragmatic aspects of the text it is necessary to define two notions: pragmatic dimension and functional determination. Pragmatic dimension reflects its denotative content related to different life spheres through style, genre and register. Identifying functional determination of source text and its correct reconstruction in translated text is of vital importance as linguistic research shows the direct connection between functional determination and lexica-grammatical organization of text.

Genres are conventionalized forms of texts which reflect the functions and goals involved in particular social occasions as well as the purposes of the participants in them. From the socio-semiotic point of view, this particular use of language is best viewed in terms of norms which are internationalized as part of the ability to communicate. Genre and generic membership play an important role in the process of transfer between semiotic systems. Martin points out that the conventions of genres are indices of particular cultures which exert a strong influence over the way the genres are to be encoded in text.

Identifying register membership of a text is an essential part of discourse processing; it involves the reader in a reconstruction of what has taken place (field), who has participated (tenor), and medium has been selected for relaying the message (mode). Together the three variables set up communicative transaction in the sentence that they provide the basic conditions for communication to take place. The words of Halliday the category of register is postulated to account for what people do with their language. When we observe language activity in the various contexts in which it takes place, we find differences in the type of language selected as appropriate to different type of situation. That is to say, registers are defined in terms of differences in grammar, vocabulary, etc, between two samples of language activity.

The second pragmatic aspect of text is functional determination which is concerned with the ability of text to fulfill actions. It is defined through rhetorical purpose (the overall intention of a text producer, as instantiated by the function of a text), implications, presuppositions, and pragmatic affect. Rhetorical structure of a text serves to a particular rhetorical purpose. Rhetorical structure of a text is a complex network of relationships and the way the underlying ideas are organized within text. It is built with the rhetorical acts (functional values: explaining, describing, defining, etc) performed by the sentence in the text: not the words and grammar, but the way the sentences are used. To understand more clearly what is meant by rhetorical structure, we need to think about the topic of the text, the writer's purpose in writing it and the audience he has in mind. Once we know the topic, purpose and the target reader, we can go on to ask how the writer approaches his objective. Answering this question involves tracing the rhetor-
This page discusses the importance of recognizing functional value in text analysis. Readers need to be able to recognize how a text is organized, since this helps them to reach an interpretation. The components of text pragmatics described earlier define special skills necessary for text analysis. We define the following skills: recognizing functional value, recognizing text organization, recognizing the presuppositions underlying the text, recognizing implications and making inferences, recognizing register and genre.

Presupposition is one more important component of text pragmatics. The idea that past experience gives rise to knowledge organized into schemata makes it easy to see that many connections between facts can be left unstated in texts. It is equally easy to see that there may be problems for readers who do not share the relevant schema. The writer will not waste time spelling out facts and relationships that he assumes are already in the reader's mind. So the reader may be left with too little information to make sense of the text. Either he does not have the schema at all, or his schema is significantly different from the writer's.

Because presuppositions are unstated, readers are often unaware of them. These make them difficult to deal with; perhaps the reader has an uneasy impression that he does not fully understand the text but he cannot locate the cause. Readers who are aware of the potential problem are halfway to solving it; they scrutinize the text for unstated assumptions and try to identify the mismatch that has produced their difficulty.

The components of text pragmatics described earlier define special skills necessary for text analysis. We define the following skills: recognizing functional value, recognizing text organization, recognizing the presuppositions underlying the text, recognizing implications and making inferences, recognizing register and genre.

The above mentioned skills should be included into the set of special translation skills that can be learnt. The learner - translator can learn only when he understands the learning tasks and when these tasks are integrated in a reliable and generalized-discourse framework.
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В современной лингвистике большее внимание уделяется проблемам номинации. Развитие теории языковой номинации связано с работами отечественных лингвистов Б. А. Серебренникова, А. А. Уфимцевой, Н. А. Артюновой, Е. С. Кубряковой, В. Н. Тели, В. Г. Гака и др. По определению «Лингвистического энциклопедического словаря» номинация - это «образование языковых единиц, характеризующихся номинативной функцией, т. е. служащих для названия и вычленения фрагментов действительности и формировании соответствующих понятий о них в форме слов, фразеологизмов и предложений» [ЛЭС 2002: 336].


Особый интерес представляет изучение средств номинации человека в художественном произведении. Антропоцентризм текста обусловлен «гностическое позицией человека (в облике автора и обликах персонажей) в семантическом пространстве текста», человек является «центром литературного произведения и как субъект повествования, и как объект эстетического художественного познания» [Бабенко 2004: 101]. В данном исследовании мы рассмотрим лексико-фразеологические способы номинации человека в произведениях И. А. Бунини:

1) личные собственные имена;